The Friendly Farmer

This is a story related to us by one of our clients:
Ann moved into the house in 1993. It was originally built in 1972 and appears to have been an
open field before.
She had just moved in and after unpacking, Ann was exhausted and retired to bed. After
climbing under the covers, she reached over and turned the light off on her nightstand. As she
rolled over to lay on her back a disembodied face appeared just inches from her own. Anyone
else would have gone screaming out of the room and sold the house, however Ann is a
longtime believer in the paranormal so she said politely and firmly “I’m just too tired, go away”
the face disappeared never to be seen again.
There was not any activity until the following year. Ann was in bed when a figure materialized
and proceeded to walk across her bedroom and continued through the wall. She described him
as being older and in a fashion that appears to be a farmer. This experience would occasionally
repeat. “He always takes the same path across the room” regardless of the placement of the
furniture in the room. She said that he would occasionally squeeze her foot gently as she lay in
bed. She said that it almost acted like a recording but seemed to be aware of her.
The final two incidents happened recently. The first was what appears to be a man standing at
the side of her bed, but he is only visible from the waist up. He has a head but she cannot see a
face. She also reports seeing a woman dressed in 1930’‐1940’s attire in a white blouse and a
dark skirt. She said that there is sadness about her and felt like she was trying to communicate
with her.
Other that personal experience we were unable to determine any causes.

